THUNDERBIRD RACE TEAM
Newsletter: March 18, 2017
A Ski Racing Refresher Course:
The MACC (Michigan Alpine Competition Council) ski race program is structured as follows:
• The racing is both individual and teams, with most teams being clubs that are members of the MDSC (Metropolitan
Detroit Ski Council).
• Racing classes are divided by ability levels, with Elite (E) being the fastest racers, followed by E1, E2, A, B, C, D
• Classes are divided by sex, with M for men and W for women.
• If there are enough racers, classes are further divided by age, 60 and over are Super Veterans (SV), 40 through 59 are
Veterans (V), and 39 and younger have no age designations.

Fourth Race Weekend: February 25-26:
The fourth race weekend of the 2017 MACC season was raced in “interesting” snow conditions. The very warm weather of
earlier in the week cooled off for the weekend, freezing the surface of the snow. Unfortunately, the surface was firm, but
when a number of racers skied over the same area, it broke through, leaving a rut that a lot of racers had trouble skiing over.
This led to a one run race in the Saturday slalom because of the deteriorating conditions. Fortunately, the GS on Sunday was
raced on more solid conditions and we were able to get in two runs.
For the T-Bird Race Team, this weekend was successful, with 17 T-Bird Racers going through the courses on Saturday and
Sunday. The T-Birds that made the podium (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) are as follows:
Slalom (Saturday):
1st
Zach Jablonski (E1M), Will Heckman (E2M), Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM), Doug Fellman (BM)
2nd
Mike Jablonski (SVAM), Brian Dusina (VAM), Art Ellwanger (SVBM), Jamie Pawelek (BM), Steve Foradori
(SVCM), Stephanie Heckman (DW)
3rd
Dennis Parrott (VBM), Dick Synowiec (SVCM)
Giant Slalom (Sunday):
1st
Will Heckman (E2M), Brian Dusina (VAM), Art Ellwanger (SVBM), Steve Foradori (SVCM), Stephanie Heckman
(DW)
2nd
Mike Jablonski (SVAM), Doug Fellman (BM), Bob Rentschler (VBM), Dick Synowiec (SVCM)
rd
3
Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM), Jamie Pawelek (BM)
Our T-Bird “racer of the week” is Will Heckman (E2M) with two 1st place finishes. Not far behind, also with two podium
finishes, are Brian Dusina (VAM), Art Ellwanger (SVBM), Doug Fellman (BM), Steve Foradori (SVCM), and Stephanie
Heckman (DW), each with a 1st and 2nd place finish. They are followed by Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM) with a 1st and a 3rd
place finish, Mike Jablonski (SVAM) with two 2nd place finishes, and Dick Synowiec (SVCM) and Jamie Pawelek (BM),
each with a 2nd and 3rd place finish.
The T-Bird’s had 76% of our racers (13 of 17) make the podium this weekend, which is excellent. Hopefully, we can do at
least this well in the final race weekend.
The T-Bird Race Team is doing quite well in the team standings as well. We are 3rd in the Giant Slalom standings, 4th (and
just a small amount out of 2nd) in the slalom standings, and 3rd in the overall standings (just a small bit out of 2nd).

This Weekend’s Activities:
After the award presentation in the Snowflake lounge on Saturday (where the T-Bird Race Team collect a LOT of awards, 23
in all), most of the Race Team went to the home of fellow racer, Kathy Bauer from Team Rust, for an all MACC party, where
all ate, drank, and socialized well. Many thanks to Kathy!

Mike’s Musings:
It was a bit of a strange race weekend, as the start order for the races was reversed to allow the racers who start last to start
first. Normally, this would not have been a problem, but the conditions of the snow deteriorated during the race, so those who
started early had much faster times than those who started later (like me as the next to last racer). When the racers broke
through the hard outer surface of the snow, it made for deep and potential dangerous ruts, which caused ten racers to crash.
Fortunately, I was not one of those. However, the fastest racer in my class did crash, but fortunately slid out the course and
out of my way before I got there, which is great, since I did not want to hit him or take a rerun in those conditions. I did back
off a bit from my normal pace and allowed a normally slower racer to beat me. Oh well.

One of the ten racers who crashed was our own Zack Hampton. Those conditions in the slalom gave him an excuse, but
there was no excuse for his GS crash on Sunday where, after leading by 1.5 seconds after run #1, he crashed in run #2. He
would be in contention for the lead in his class for the season if he didn’t have zeros for three of the seven races he’s done this
season (with two 1st and two 3rd in the other races). Oh well, we know that “one run” Zack will get better as he gets more
experience.
Mike “Broken Ankle” Altenburg is officially back on the race course and is beginning to return to his pre-injury form. He
took 4th place in both weekend’s races and is only going to get better as he heals completely.
Will Heckman is at the peak of the ski racing game. After missing the first race weekend, he has placed 1st in the next six
straight races. Hopefully, this streak will continue for the final race weekend.

Final (Marks) Race Weekend: March 3-5:
The final race weekend of the 2017 season took place on Superbowl at Boyne Mountain with very good race conditions and
was an excellent finale to the season. We were very fortunate, in that the weather was warm during the preceding week, but
cooled off on Thursday and stayed cool enough for the entire three-day race weekend.
For the T-Bird Race Team, this weekend was again successful, with 20 T-Bird Racers going through the courses on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. The T-Bird's that made the podium (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) are as follows:
Slalom (Friday):
1st
Zach Jablonski (E1M), Will Heckman (E2M), Art Ellwanger (SVBM), Zack Hampton (BM), Steve Foradori (SVCM)
2nd
Jeffrey Burnette (E2M), Chuck Trewin (VBM), Doug Fellman (BM)
3rd
Mike Jablonski (SVAM), Bob Rentschler (VBM), Stephanie Heckman (DW)
Giant Slalom (Saturday):
1st
Jeffrey Burnette (E2M), Brian Dusina (VAM), Dick Synowiec (SVCM)
2nd
Will Heckman (E2M), Art Ellwanger (SVBM), Zack Hampton (BM)
3rd
Janie Guiliani (E1W), Scott Soucie (VAM), Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM), Doug Fellman (BM), Chuck Trewin (BM),
Stephanie Heckman (DW)
Super Combined Cantor Cup (Sunday):
1st
Zach Jablonski (E1M), Will Heckman (E2M), Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM), Zack Hampton (BM), Steve Foradori
(SVCM)
2nd
Jeffrey Burnette (E2M), Mike Jablonski (SVAM), Art Ellwanger (SVBM), Chuck Trewin (VBM)
3rd
Jamie Pawelek (BM), Dick Synowiec (SVCM)
Our T-Bird “racers of the week” are Will Heckman (E2M) and Zack Hampton (BM), each with two 1st place and one 2nd
place finish. Not far behind, also with three podium finishes, are Jeff Burnette (E2M) and Art Ellwanger (SVBM), each
with a 1st and two 2nd place finishes, and Chuck Trewin (VBM) with two 2nd and a 3rd place finish.
With two podium finishes were Zach Jablonski (E1M) and Steve Foradori (SVCM), each with two 1st place finishes,
Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM) and Dick Synowiec (SVCM), each with a 1st and 3rd place finish, Mike Jablonski (SVAM)
and Doug Fellman (BM), each with a 2nd and 3rd place finish, and Stephanie Heckman (DW) with two 3rd place finishes.
The T-Bird’s had an excellent 85% of our racers (17 of 20) make the podium this weekend, which is a fantastic showing.

The World Cup (Entire Season) Awards:
1st
2nd
3rd

Zach Jablonski (E1M), Will Heckman (E2M), Art Ellwanger (SVBM)
Jeffery Burnette (E2M), Brian Dusina (VAM), Chuck Trewin (VBM), Doug Fellman (BM), Steve Foradori (SVCM)
Mike Jablonski (SVAM), Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM), Bob Rentschler (VBM), Zack Hampton (BM), Dick Synowiec
(SVCM), Stephanie Heckman (DW)

Racers of the Year:
Several racers had very impressive seasons and are deserving of being considered for the “Racer of the Year”. However, two
stood out. Will Heckman hit his stride this season winning every race he competed in this season except one, where he
finished 2nd by 0.16 seconds. Zach Jablonski won the very tough E1M class and was the tenth most improved racer in the
MACC program with a handicap improvement of 4.90 (which at the E1M level is difficult to do). Congratulations to Will and
Zach as the “T-Bird Racers of the Year”.
There were other racers with noteworthy seasons. Zack Hampton had a handicap improvement of 8.22 (the fifth most
improved racer in the entire program). Art Ellwanger, after a poor start to the season in the first three races, picked up the
pace, never finishing worse than 2nd for the rest of the season, to finish 1st in the very competitive SVBM class.

The Race Team’s Season Results:

The Race Team results for the season were very good. Of the eight teams competing, the T-Bird Race Team was 3rd in the
overall results, just a bit (0.44) out of 2nd. We were 3rd in the GS results, even closer (0.12) to the 2nd place team. In the
slalom results, we were 4th, just a small amount (0.16) out of 2nd. We would like to win it all, but these results show a very
successful team with promise for the future.

The Weekend’s Activities:
Because Friday was a race day with a lot of T-Birds in attendance, we decided to go to the Barrelback Saloon in Walloon
Lake for dinner. The 22 T-Birds had a great time there with good food, spirited conversation, and liquid refreshments.
On Saturday night, over 27 T-Birds attended the MACC banquet at the Mountain Grand Lodge at Boyne Mountain. The TBird Race Team won a large number (14 total) of World Cup awards. Team members also won a number of prizes donated
by the sponsors of the MACC race program, making it a successful weekend in many ways.
This was also the weekend of the famous on-the-hill barbeque at the Othmar Chalet at Superbowl. T-Bird racers feasted for
all three days on Kowalski kielbasa and hot dogs, premium angus burgers, Better Made chips, Labatt’s Blue and Molson
Canadian beer, as well as home-made cookies provided by Mike Altenburg. No T-Bird’s went hungry this weekend.

Sick Bay:
Ted Jablonski’s repaired rotator cuff is healing fine. In fact, so fine that Ted was back on skis this weekend for the first time
this season. He didn’t venture into the race course, but being back on skis and skiing Superbowl says a lot about his improved
condition. If all continues well, he should be back on the race course next season.
Mike Altenburg’s cracked ankle bone is feeling normal and Mike has returned to the race course for the last two weekends.
Unfortunately, he is in “start of the season” condition and his competition is in “end of the season” condition, which was not
good for his race results.
Dennis Parrott’s bum knees worked fine for a good part of the season. However, by the end they were not working well and
Dennis skipped the last two races of the season. This condition, however, did not stop him from walking / limping around the
race course performing his duties as the head of course operations, something that those of us involved in running the races
are very grateful.

Mike’s Musings:
The use of my gas grill on skis was replaced by a new and improved version this weekend. Will “Mr. Gearhead” Heckman
built a powered version of the grill on skis for this occasion. Will hooked up the power drive mechanism from an old snow
thrower to his grill to drive it up the hill to the Othmar Chalet (rather than being pulled up the hill by two or three strong,
young lads, as mine was). Because of the large amount of soft snow on the hill, a little human assistance was still needed to
reach the deck. However, Will has already made plans for the design improvements needed to resolve these problems in the
future. The “continuous improvement” of the Race Team is not just on the race course.
Zack “Formerly One Run” Hampton showed what can happen when he puts two runs together for a race. This weekend, he
finished all runs for all three days and had two 1st place and one 2nd place finishes (with the 2nd place finish only 0.59 seconds
out of 1st place). If he keeps improving next season as he has this season, he may be moving up to a faster class. Keep up the
good work Zack!
The T-Bird Race Team loves having new members joining us. This season Steve Foradori joined us as a new racer. He fell
right into the swing of things and won 2nd place for the season in the SVCM class. This makes him our “New Racer of the
Year”. He did this on one pair of somewhat long (especially for slalom) and dated skis. He did try some shorter and more
shaped skis late in the season and realized the big difference in performance that they offer and ended up buying a pair from
teammate Dick Synowiec. This allowed Steve to dominate the slalom runs for the final race weekend (probably to Dick’s
dismay, since he’s in the same class).
To reiterate what I have said in the past, “skiing is fun”, but racing with the T-Birds is “more fun”. All T-Bird skiers,
regardless of their ability level, should give racing a try. It is not only a good time (on and off of the slopes), but will make
you a much better skier, while having fun doing it. If you would like to find out more, please call or e-mail me. You will not
be disappointed. - See you next season (or at other T-Bird activities).

Your Thunderbird Race Team Director:

Mike Jablonski
231-582-7339 (Home) 231-582-7339 (Cottage)
mtjablonski@wowway.com

THUNDERBIRD RACE TEAM
Newsletter: February 15, 2017
Third Race Weekend: February 3-5:
The third race weekend of the 2017 MACC season was finally raced in good snow conditions. The base was firm with a
coating of powder on top of it. The entire hill was usable for the first time this season, allowing the slalom courses to be
set on the south (Superbowl) side and the GS courses on the north (FIS) side. Friday’s Super GS used both sides of the
hill.
For the T-Bird Race Team, this weekend was successful, with 19 T-Bird Racers going through the courses on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. The T-Bird's that made the podium (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) are as follows:
Super GS (Friday):
1st
Will Heckman (E2M), Brian Dusina (VAM), Dick Synowiec (SVCM), Stephanie Heckman (DW)
2nd
Mike Jablonski (SVAM), Art Ellwanger (SVBM), Chuck Trewin (VBM), Doug Fellman (BM)
3rd
Tim Loula (SVE1M), Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM), Jamie Pawelek (BM), Steve Foradori (SVCM)
Slalom (Saturday):
1st
Zach Jablonski (E1M), Will Heckman (E2M), Bob Rentschler (VBM), Zach Hampton (BM)
2nd
Jeffrey Burnette (E2M), Art Ellwanger (SVBM), Chuck Trewin (VBM), Doug Fellman (BM), Stephanie
Heckman (DW)
rd
3
Tim Loula (SVE1M), Mike Jablonski (SVAM), Dennis Parrott (VBM), Steve Foradori (SVCM)
Giant Slalom (Sunday):
1st
Will Heckman (E2M), Art Ellwanger (SVBM), Chuck Trewin (VBM), Zach Hampton (BM)
nd
2
Jeffrey Burnette (E2M), Brian Dusina (VAM), Bob Rentschler (VBM), Dick Synowiec (SVCM)
3rd
Tom Klaban (SVE1M), Zach Jablonski (E1M), Doug Fellman (BM), Steve Foradori (SVCM)
Our T-Bird “racer of the week” is Will Heckman (E2M) with three 1st place finishes. Not far behind, also with three
podium finishes, are Art Ellwanger (SVBM) and Chuck Trewin (VBM), each with a 1st and two 2nd finishes, Doug
Fellman (BM) with two 2nd and a 3rd place finish, and Steve Foradori (SVCM) with three 3rd place finishes.
The next tier, each with two podium finishes, are Zack Hampton (BM) with two 1st, Zach Jablonski (E1M), Brian
Dusina (VAM), Bob Rentschler (VBM), Dick Synowiec (SVCM), and Stephanie Heckman (DW), each with a 1st and
2nd. Also with two podium finishes are Jeffrey Burnette (E2M) with two 2nd, Mike Jablonski (SVAM) with a 2nd and a
3rd, and Tim Loula (SVE1M) with two 3rd place finishes.
The T-Bird’s had 95% of our racers (18 of 19) make the podium this weekend, which is amazing, and may be our best
performance ever! This is going to be a very hard act to follow, but we’ll try.
The T-Bird Race Team is doing quite well in the team standings as well (which is not surprising based upon the large
number of racers making the podium). We are 2nd in the Giant Slalom standings, 5th (and just a hair out of 3rd) in the
slalom standings, and 3rd in the overall standings.

This Weekend’s Activities:
After a tough day of Super GS racing on Friday, 15 T-Bird racers headed to the Villager Pub in Charlevoix for a variety of
fish dishes and liquid refreshments. It was a noisy, but fun outing. After the award presentation in the Snowflake lounge
on Saturday (where the T-Bird Race Team collect a LOT of awards, 25 in all), the group split up, with the largest number
eating at the Blue Smoke, a new barbeque restaurant in East Jordan. The Race Team is FAST and social.

Sick Bay:
Things for the long term are looking up. Ted Jablonski’s rotator cuff seems to be healing well and his range of
movement is rapidly improving. He plans to be back on skis (but not the race course) later this season. Unfortunately, the
walk up the hill to the Othmar Chalet had an adverse effect on his unrepaired hip. This work may be in his future. Mike
Altenburg’s fractured ankle bone is healing well. In fact, he received his doctor’s approval to try skiing (since the ankle
is protected well within a ski boot) on Friday and was on the slopes at Mt. Brighton later that day with his grandson. This
past (non-race) weekend, Mike was up north skiing with his son and son-in-law and is feeling back to normal. So normal,
that he did a number of NASTAR runs, racing at his normal pace. It appears that nothing can keep a T-Bird racer down!

Mike’s Musings:
Dick Synowiec, always a shy, non-talkative kind of guy, was riding up the chairlift on Sunday with a lady (Liz Ezzo) and
told her about the T-Birds and the MACC race program. He brought her into the Othmar Chalet and left it to me to tell her
more specific information and to have her try a guest race. She agreed to try that, and there was just enough time to get to
the top of the hill and race and no time to inspect the course. This is probably fine for a person that has raced before, but
not fine for someone that is not familiar with real race courses. She gave it a try, made it through the course to the finish,
but missed the same gate in both runs to earn a DNF (did not finish). She enjoyed the runs and was still available, so we
arranged for her to try again in the final race course of the day. This time she inspected the course with me (since I was
racing that course too) and had a better understanding of what she was getting into. This time she had two runs that were
recorded and she finished 9 seconds faster than the winner of the B-Women class, and 9 seconds slower than the winner
of the A-Women class. She may be able to make one or both of the last two race weekends and we may have a new TBird Race Team recruit for the future.
The Sunday GS race was noteworthy for me too. I raced the first run on a very fast course and felt good. Most racers
know that you don’t even think about slowing down until you pass the finish line, and I definitely don’t. However, the
same finish area was used for all three courses on Sunday and was scraped clean of snow leaving bumpy icy conditions to
try to stop in. I hit the brakes hard and promptly went down on my butt (with all of the finish crowd watching). This old
body does not get up easily on flat ground without removing one or both skis. A young spectator came out to help me and
we just got out of the way as the next racer came fast into the finish area. In spite of this awkward finish, I had the fastest
time in my class, so I felt good about it (in spite of the bruise). In the second run I felt good about my performance and
again came fast into the finish area. Knowing how icy it was, I tried to stop further into the finish corral when I found out
where all of the scraped snow went. I hit this pile and went down again, this time getting my skis stuck in the fencing
around the finish area. This made getting out of my skis slower and more difficult. I was still laying on the ground when
the next racer came through the finish and was very surprised to see me there. Fortunately, he managed to avoid hitting
me and did not hurt himself. It was, needless to say, a spectacular way to end my weekend. It was spectacular, but not
successful, as three of the racers that were behind me after run one, had really fast times and pushed me to 4 th place,
keeping me from making the podium for the third time this weekend by 0.02 seconds (or about ten inches behind after 1.5
minutes of racing). A bummer, but that’s ski racing!
You may be wondering who the one T-Bird racer (out of 19) who didn’t make the podium at all. I won’t mention Scott
Soucie’s name so as not to embarrass him. However, he didn’t race on Friday, so he only had two chances at making the
podium, and his class (A-Men) has two very young men who are very fast and dominate the class, and in spite of this, was
only 0.75 seconds off the podium in slalom. I could also mention that he and I are both A racers (though I race in the old
guy class) and his times were faster than mine both days. I’m sure that we’ll see Scott on the podium soon.
This past weekend brought the return of the homemade cookies (or Speed Sweets) to propel the racers to improved speed,
and it showed in the team results. Mike Altenburg made sure that the ration of cookies made it to the hill, driving from
Toledo to make the pass. This weekend, the normal cookie ration was supplemented by additional cookies provided by
Brian Dusina, which obviously helped the team’s results and avoid the critical dietary shortage felt during the past race
weekend.
As I have said before, “skiing is fun”, but racing with the T-Birds is “more fun”. All T-Bird skiers, regardless of your
ability level, should give racing a try. It is not only a good time (on and off of the slopes), but will make you a much
better skier. If you would like to find out more, or try it as a guest racer, please call or e-mail me. You will not be
disappointed.
See you soon.

Your Thunderbird Race Team Director:

Mike Jablonski
734-283-5510 (Home)
231-582-7339 (Cottage)
mtjablonski@wowway.com

THUNDERBIRD RACE TEAM
Newsletter: January 30, 2017
Second Race Weekend: January 21-22:
The second race weekend of the 2017 MACC season was not what we were hoping for, as the above freezing temperatures
started before the race weekend and continued through it. Because of the soft snow conditions, Saturday’s slalom was
limited to a one run race. After raining through a good part of Saturday night into Sunday and with temperatures continuing
above freezing, the GS races scheduled for Sunday were cancelled because of safety concerns. It was disappointing, but the
correct decision, as the snow cover was shallow and there were numerous brown spots where the snow was gone.
For the T-Bird Race Team, this weekend was successful, with 16 T-Bird Racers going through the courses on Saturday.
The T-Bird's that made the podium (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) are as follows:
Slalom (Saturday):
1st
Tom Klaban (SVE1M), Will Heckman (E2M), Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM), Doug Fellman (BM)
2nd
Zach Jablonski (E1M)
rd
3
Janie Guiliani (E1W), Bob Rentschler (VBM), Dick Synowiec (SVCM)
Our T-Bird “racers of the week” are Tom Klaban (SVE1M), Will Heckman (E2M), Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM), and
Doug Fellman (VBM), all with 1st place finishes.
The T-Bird’s had 50% of our racers (8 of 16) make the podium this weekend, which is quite good for only one race.
Hopefully, we can pick up the pace in race weekend #3.

This Weekend’s Activity:
This weekend, the award presentation was back in the Snowflake lounge. We followed this with a dozen T-Bird racers
having a sub sandwich dinner at the Bob Rossi 12-sided cottage on the hill in Boyne Falls, with a fantastic view of Boyne
Mountain lit up at night. The subs, the beer and wine, the Better Made brown chips (selected by Doug Fellman, our
gourmet), and the stimulating conversation made for a great evening.

Sick Bay:
Things for the long term are looking up. Ted Jablonski’s rotator cuff seems to be healing well and his range of movement
is rapidly improving. He may be back on skis (but not the race course) later this season. Mike Altenburg’s fractured ankle
bone seems to be healing fine. If he gets the doctor’s approval later this week, he may return to the slopes later this season,
maybe even joining the five T-Bird racers that will be participating in the NASTAR National Championships at Steamboat
in late March. Scott Soucie, who crashed in the GS during the previous race weekend, was still sore, but raced this
weekend, though his performance was not up to his usual high level. Dennis Parrott crashed in the slalom run and spent
the rest of Saturday limping and moving very slowly. Hopefully, he will recover and be back on the race course for the next
race weekend.

Mike’s Musings:
Even though the racing was cancelled on Sunday, I hung around the Othmar Chalet at Boyne to do a few MACC things.
When Patrick Smithbauer showed up there and said that the skiing was not bad, I decided to get my skis on and try it out.
Even though the conditions were not suitable for racing, the skiing was acceptable and I had a good time skiing with some
of the other MACC racers who decided to ski too. In fact, I skied with a number of racers and did not leave the slopes until
after 4 PM. That partially made up for the lack of racing (but not completely).
This past weekend was the first in quite a while where the homemade cookies (or Speed Sweets), normally provided by
Mike Altenburg (now in sick bay), were not there. The good, but not excellent results that the Race Team produced, may
have been a result of this critical dietary shortage. Only time will tell if the team can overcome this obstacle and still
perform.
As I have said before, “skiing is fun”, but racing with the T-Birds is “more fun”. All T-Bird skiers, regardless of your
ability level, should give racing a try. It is not only a good time (on and off of the slopes), but will make you a much better
skier. If you would like to find out more, or try it as a guest racer, please call or e-mail me. You will not be disappointed.

Your Thunderbird Race Team Director:

Mike Jablonski
231-582-7339 (Home) ♦ 231-582-7339 (Cottage)
mtjablonski@wowway.com

THUNDERBIRD RACE TEAM
Newsletter: January 19, 2017
A Ski Racing Refresher Course:
The MACC (Michigan Alpine Competition Council) ski race program is structured as follows:
 The racing is both individual and teams, with most teams being clubs that are members of the MDSC
(Metropolitan Detroit Ski Council).
 Racing classes are divided by ability levels, with Elite (E) being the fastest racers, followed by E1, E2, A, B, C, D
 Classes are divided by sex, with M for men and W for women.
 If there are enough racers, classes are further divided by age, 60 and over are Super Veterans (SV), 40 through 59
are Veterans (V), and 39 and younger have no age designations.

First Race Weekend: January 7-8:
The 2017 MACC race season started out a lot better than last season, when poor snow conditions forced the cancellation
of the first race weekend. The first race weekend of the 2017 season took place at Boyne Mountain in typical early season
snow conditions. The Saturday GS took place with very windy conditions and a firm snow base. Sunday’s slalom took
place with less wind, but with a lot of loose snow over the firm base, which meant a lot of course maintenance. Because
the south side of Superbowl did not have enough firm snow cover, both race days only had courses set on the north side
(FIS), which was fine for the higher speed GS, but not as much fun for slower speed slalom, because of the long flat
section to the finish line.
For the T-Bird Race Team, this weekend was successful, with 16 T-Bird Racers going through the courses on Saturday
and Sunday. The T-Bird's that made the podium (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) are as follows:
Giant Slalom (Saturday):
1st
Tom Klaban (SVE1M), Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM)
2nd
Jeffery Burnette (E2M), Brian Dusina (VAM), Doug Fellman (BM), Steve Foradori (SVCM)
3rd
Zach Jablonski (E1M)
Slalom (Sunday):
1st
Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM)
2nd
Zach Jablonski (E1M), Jamie Pawelek (BM), Steve Foradori (SVCM)
rd
3
Tom Klaban (SVE1M), Zachary Hampton (BM), Dick Synowiec (SVCM)
Our T-Bird “racer of the week” is Patrick Smithbauer (SVBM) with two 1st place finishes. Also with two podium
finishes are Tom Klaban (SVE1M) with 1st and 3rd place finishes, Steve Foradori (SVCM) with two 2nd place finishes,
and Zach Jablonski (E1M) with a 2nd and 3rd place finish.
The T-Bird’s had 63% of our racers (10 of 16) make the podium this weekend, which is not a bad way to start the season,
hopefully one that we can improve upon.

Dale Pacynski Remembered:
As most of you know, long time T-Bird racer and past T-Bird president, Dale Pacynski, passed away this past summer.
He may be gone, but he has not been forgotten. Patrick Smithbauer took it upon himself to prepare a tribute to Dale at the
Saturday race awards presentation. He prepared a photo board of Dale and did a short tribute to Dale to all of the gathered
MACC racers, which included a modified version of Patrick’s famous “B Class Racer Blues” song, appropriately
modified for Dale. It was very well received and was a very fitting tribute to a well loved and respected racer and human
being. We all miss you Dale. Your finish line came much too soon.

This Weekend’s Activity:
This weekend was the Boyne Bash, so there was a large number of non-racer T-Bird’s at Boyne Mountain. Since I did
not arrive at my cottage until 1 AM on Sunday morning (because I was attending the 1st birthday party for my one year
old granddaughter and future racer Emma), I don’t know how much interface there was between the Boyne Bash
attendees and the racers at either the Friday pizza party or the Saturday dinner. I do know that a number of racers went to
dinner at the Barrel Back Saloon in Walloon Lake Village on Saturday.

Sick Bay:
The 2017 race season began with my brother, Ted Jablonski, not racing for the first time in over 40 years. The long term
damage to his rotator cuff finally got the best of him and he had the surgery to repair it. The timing was poor (as if there
ever is a good time for surgery) and he will be missing the entire race season. He still came to the hill to hang out with the
racers, but it is not the same. Hopefully, it will fully heal and he will be back on the race course next season.
The season got off to a very poor start for Mike Altenburg. He purchased the Vail Epic Pass, in addition to his Boyne
Season Pass, so that he could take his grandson Robert skiing at Mt. Brighton (when he was not up north skiing) and also
ski at Breckenridge for a week in place of racing the first MACC race weekend. The plan was a fine one. However, three
days before he was to leave for his western trip, he broke his ankle bone playing tennis. If I told him once, I told him
many times that at his advanced age and condition, he needs to stick to safe sports like skiing down a race course at 50-60
miles per hour and NOT take chances with dangerous, extreme sports like tennis. However, he didn’t listen and he paid
the price. It is a double bummer since, in addition to skiing with his grandson, he has started both his son and son-in-law
skiing and planned on skiing with them this season. He is hoping to get back on skis in March if the healing progresses as
he has planned. We’re hoping that he is right.
On another note, Scott Soucie crashed in the first run of Saturday’s GS race and did not return for the second run and was
not present on Sunday. Hopefully, he is not injured and will be back for the next race weekend. In addition, Dennis
Parrott and Jeffery Burnett were both under the weather on Sunday and did not race.

Mike’s Musings:
With Ted out of commission this season, the battle of the brothers will not take place this year. I know that you are all
disappointed, but you’ll have to get over it. We should be back in competition in 2018.
New T-Bird racer, Steve Foradori, got off to a great start for the season with two 2nd place finishes. In fact, both of his
podium finishes were made using relatively long radius GS skis. He has acclimated well to both the racing and the Race
Team social aspects. Of course, team mate Dick Synowiec now has tougher competition in the SVCM class with Steve
there and will have to ski faster to make the podium in the future. Dick loves his speed and led Steve by almost six
seconds after the first run in Saturday’s GS. Unfortunately, he forgot the he needs to complete two runs to win a race and
let Steve take his place on the podium. It should be great competition in that class for the rest of the season.
Of course, homemade cookies (or Speed Sweets) were again provided by Mike Altenburg (even in his absence) for the
team to enjoy with lunch at the Othmar Chalet on both Saturday and Sunday (and enjoy them we did). However, he may
be letting the team down for the rest of the season with the lack of this important racing component. Hopefully, the team
can overcome this obstacle and still perform.
As I have said before, “skiing is fun”, but racing with the T-Birds is “more fun”. Just ask Steve Foradori. He tried a guest
race last season, liked it, and joined the program this season and is having a great time and improving his skiing skills
while competing. All T-Bird skiers, regardless of your ability level, should give racing a try. It is not only a good time
(on and off the slopes), but will make you a much better skier. If you would like to find out more, or try it as a guest
racer, please call or e-mail me. You will not be disappointed.
See you soon.

Your Thunderbird Race Team Director:

Mike Jablonski
734-283-5510 (Home)
231-582-7339 (Cottage)
mtjablonski@wowway.com

T-Bird Race Team News
The Ski Season Has Started . . .
The ski season of the mind begins with the Skitoberfest at Boyne Mountain, the Open House at Nubs Nob, and the
Boyne City and Harbor Springs race teams ski swaps, all of which start in early October. The ski swaps continue through
November, joined by the ski equipment sales at all the local ski shops, and followed by the Warren Miller ski movies in
late November and early December. The real skiing (of the body and not just the mind) began this year in midNovember in northern Michigan with a brief cold spell that allowed the Boynes and Nubs to open for a few days before
the weather warmed and melted most of the snow on the slopes. Early December’s big snowfall and the generally cold
temperatures since has allowed the ski areas all over Michigan (including the Detroit area) to re-open for what should
continue for the rest of the season. I have been back and forth to my northern Michigan retreat, and have done a great
job of timing my visits to miss all of the limited skiing opportunities (obviously poor planning on my part). Now that
skiing is available all over Michigan, there is no excuse for not hitting the slopes, to start reminding the body which
muscles need to be retrained for the up-north (like Boyne Bash) or western trips and especially for FAST trips down the
race course.
. . . And the Race Season is About to Begin
As I write this, it is only three weeks until the start of the race season. The first race weekend of the MACC program is
coming up on January 7-8th at Boyne Mountain. I should have a few days on the slopes before then and the key muscles
should have no excuse for poor performance when racing starts. It looks like there will be one or two new T-Bird racers
this season and two racers who had their knee problems corrected will be returning to skiing and possibly to the race
course. What I would like to see are the few T-Birds who have talked about racing for a number of years (and who are
very capable skiers) but have not yet found their way to the race course. Hopefully, this will be the year.
As I’ve said many times, you don’t have to ski (and race) at the Bode Miller or Lindsay Vonn level to race with the T-Bird
Race Team in the MACC race program. The program has classes for ALL ability levels of racers, awards for the top three
racers in every class for every race, and a genuine good time on (and off of) the hill, while improving your skiing
performance. Winter time does not get any better than that. So, give me a call (734-283-5510) or an e-mail
(mtjablonski@wowway.com) for more information and I’ll help you get into the best winter time activity that you can
imagine.
Mike Jablonski
Director – T-Bird Race Team

THUNDERBIRD RACE TEAM
October 16, 2015
TIME TO JOIN THE RACE TEAM!
Summer has come to an end and the ski and ski race season is about to start. We know that all of you
racers and potential racers have been working hard since last ski season keeping all of your skiing
muscles in shape so that you are ready to jump into the race course as soon as the snow hits. Right? If
you haven’t, don’t feel bad, since most of us limit our off season exercise to the 12 ounce curls and
burger lifts.
The good news is that the T-Bird Race Team participation in the MACC race program (five weekends,
starting in January) does not require you to be in World Cup shape to compete. The classes are divided
by ability level (so that everyone, including YOU can compete) and, if there are enough participants,
further divided by age. So there is no excuse not to participate. And, you don’t have to make every race
weekend or every race. There are awards for each individual race, so you always have a chance of
winning.
If you think that any commitment is too much, you can try racing by being a guest racer. You will be
pleasantly surprised how much fun it is and how well you can potentially do. So, join us this season.
In addition, the Race Team is a very social group and gets together on every Saturday of a race weekend
for dinner or a party in the evening. If you don’t know anyone on the team, that will change as soon as
you join us on a race day.
Also, ride sharing and lodging sharing can be arranged, which works to keep the cost reasonable.
If you have any questions or need more information, give me a call or send me an e-mail. We hope to
see you on the slopes and race course this season.
Mike Jablonski, Race Team Director
734-283-5510
mtjablonski@wowway.com

